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E stimation of the partial volume effect in MRI
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Abstract

The partial volume effect (PVE) arises in volumetric images when more than one tissue type occurs in a voxel. In such cases, the voxel
intensity depends not only on the imaging sequence and tissue properties, but also on the proportions of each tissue type present in the
voxel. We have demonstrated in previous work that ignoring this effect by establishing binary voxel-based segmentations introduces
significant errors in quantitative measurements, such as estimations of the volumes of brain structures. In this paper, we provide a
statistical estimation framework to quantify PVE and to propagate voxel-based estimates in order to compute global magnitudes, such as
volume, with associated estimates of uncertainty. Validation is performed on ground truth synthetic images and MRI phantoms, and a
clinical study is reported. Results show that the method allows for robust morphometric studies and provides resolution unattainable to
date.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction ments of structures, with associated error bounds, is
particularly important in magnetic resonance image (MRI)

Medical image analysis has developed rapidly in recent analysis, because the voxel size of most MRI image
years. Initially, most work aimed at generatingqualitative acquisitions is significant at the scale of the object to be
information in the form of images that could engage the measured. The MRI intensity in a particular voxel depends
clinician’s perceptual abilities. Increasingly, however, on the entire contents of the corresponding anatomical
there is a need for medical image analysis to deliver volume and the sequence that is used. If only a single
quantitative information, for example about the size of a tissue type is present in the voxel, the signal intensity will
tumour, or the extent to which an anatomical structure has be characteristic of that tissue type. However, if more than
responded to a drug therapy. Since images are intrinsically one tissue type is present, the signal will be a combination
noisy and sample continuous anatomical structures, results of the contributions of the different tissues. This is known
can never be given with complete precision. Error bounds as the Partial Volume Effect (PVE), and this paper presents
on measurements are inevitably necessary, as they are in a method for estimating it, and correcting segmentations
all engineering applications. However, most published on the basis of that estimate.
medical image analysis methods develop segmentations In previous research (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000),
and then derive measurements of certain structures or we described a methodology for morphometric studies of
lesions, but confidence bounds on such measurements are brain structures from MRI data sets, and this paper is a
rarely provided. The need for precise quantitative measure- continuation of that research. The method in (Gonzalez

Ballester et al., 2000) was based on a combination of
statistical and geometrical information to perform seg-
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the image, then building surface bounds that isolate such2 . Literature review
voxels and which enforce geometric continuity via an
active shape model. In that way, PVE voxels are consid- The quantitative limitations imposed by the partial
ered uncertain, and upper and lower estimates on the shape volume effect have received growing attention in the last
measurements (e.g. volume) are derived from the inner and decade. Some methods consider PVE as a corrupting factor
outer surface bounds. The particular choice of the shape and try tocorrect for it. On the other hand, the work
model that we use (a mesh of triangular Gregory–Bezier described in this and other recent works is based on using
patches) enforces geometric continuity and reduces the PVE as an important image feature, and the focus is on
width of the confidence interval with respect to voxel- estimating it in order to obtain sub-voxel accuracy.
based measurements. Roll et al. (1994) use an intensity thresholding seg-

The results reported for the method demonstrate clearly mentation approach to assign a tissue type tag to each
that the effect of discrete sampling in boundary locations is voxel and establish an optimal segmentation threshold and
crucial, and that it can lead to volume measurements with a correction factor to take into account PVE. The particular
errors in the range 20–60% of the volume of the object application is MS lesion quantification. Although compli-
being measured, particularly for complex brain structures cated by the fact that they take into account all voxels in
for which the ratio of surface area to volume is relatively the image, instead of only PVE voxels, their approach is

1large . rather simple, and concludes that the optimal threshold is
In this paper, we propose decoding the information halfway between lesion and background intensities.

contained in PVE voxels in order to segment objects to Several authors have proposed approaches for estimating
sub-voxel accuracy and thereby to provide narrower PVE by solving a linear system using the information
confidence bounds on the measurements. More precisely, provided by several imaging MR sequences. Soltanian
we develop a statistical framework within which to model Zadeh et al. (1993) develop a method for creating images
the partial volume effect and then build a statistical with intensities proportional to the quantity of a certain
distribution for it. Once that is in place, the uncertainties tissue in each voxel, while maximising signal-to-noise
inherent in each PVE voxel are propagated in order to ratio. However, it requires having at least the same number
construct a distribution on the measurements derived from of (perfectly registered) image sequences as the number of
the data (e.g. volume, area, etc.). Since the approach is tissues that we are interested in segmenting. Similarly,
statistical, the end product is not a single value for the Thacker et al. (1998) set up a linear system with the
shape descriptor of choice—volume will be used for the intensities from two image sequences in order to segment
examples reported in this paper, though the approach is grey matter, white matter, and CSF from neurological data
more generally applicable—rather, it is a statistical dis- sets, and provide a method for estimating the expected
tribution from which we can obtain its probability density accuracy of the results. Choi et al. (1991) argue that
function, mode, mean, etc. In addition, confidence bounds methods that combine different sequences linearly are very
may be computed to a certain probability value. sensitive to noise, and they propose a Markov random field

Section 2 provides a review of the existing literature (MRF) prior as a way to smooth out the results. This
regarding PVE estimation. Section 3 introduces the pro- introduces the typical problems of MRFs, i.e. determining
posed PVE model, and then Section 4 provides a more the correct parameters and the weighting between the prior
detailed description for the special case of Gaussian tissue and the data, as well as huge computational cost. It must
models. Section 5 shows how confidence bounds on the be noted that several imaging sequences are not always
estimated proportion of each tissue in a PVE voxel can be readily available, and in such cases a single-channel PVE
established, while Section 6 presents a methodology to estimation method is necessary.
propagate such local confidence bounds in order to develop Another approach is to model the statistical distribution
bounds for global shape descriptors (e.g. volume). Valida- of pure tissue and mixture voxels and to fit these dis-
tion on synthetic images is described in Section 7. Section tributions to the image. Santago and Gage (1993) use a
8 discusses possible complications when applying the Gaussian model for the tissue classes based on a mean
method to real MRI data sets, and Sections 9, 10 and 11 intensity and a common noise variance for all the tissues,
address these issues. Section 12 shows the results of and employ a uniform distribution to describe the be-
experiments performed on MRI phantoms, and Section 13 haviour of the proportion of each tissue in PVE voxels.
describes a clinical study performed following our method. Laidlaw et al. (1998) use the same tissue model assuming
Finally, Section 14 provides discussion and conclusions. a single common variance for all tissues, and provide a

sophisticated means for fitting the distributions to the
histograms of the whole image and of single voxels, while
constraining neighbour continuity. No quantitative com-

1 parison with other methods is provided, and visual com-See also (Niessen, 1997) for a study of the effect of PVE using
parison is performed with methods that do not givesynthetic brain phantoms. Percentages of volume encompassed by PVE

voxels are consistent with the estimates provided by our method. appropriate results for the example object. Therefore, it is
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2difficult to draw conclusions about the performance of the proportion of each tissue in the voxel (Rinck, 1993).
method. Unfortunately, this technique is extremely time- Based on the assumption of just two tissue types present in
consuming, even though it was implemented on parallel PVE voxels, the intensity of a voxel is determined by the
hardware. Our method is highly related to these tech- following linearly-weighted sum:
niques, especially (Santago and Gage, 1993). The main

i i i i iI 5a I 1 (12a )I , (1)differences are generality in tissue distributions (not lim- 1 2

ited to Gaussian distributions with common variance),
iwhere i indexes all PVE voxels, andI is drawn fromp ,j jprior segmentation of PVE voxels (we argue that a uniform

ithe distribution for tissuej, j 5 h1, 2j. In this context,adistribution for the proportion of each tissue is only correct
idenotes the proportion of tissue 1 in the voxeli, a [ [0,if non-PVE voxels are not included), and an in-depth

1].consideration of the issue of error propagation in global
The distributions for individual tissue types can bemeasurements (volume, in this paper).

i icombined in order to build a mixture model,p(I ua ). ThisMarais (1999) proposes a different PVE estimation
distribution expresses the likelihood of a particular intensi-strategy by using a model of the width of each tissue in
ty value in a PVE voxel, given the proportion of eachprofiles traversing the brain surface. His work was moti-
tissue in it (Fig. 1). The expression for this mixture modelvated by the need to deal with sparse, low resolution data
can be obtained either analytically (cf. next section) or bysets, and the assumptions taken to model anatomical
means of Monte Carlo simulation. See (Everitt and Hand,structure are too simplistic for its use on high resolution
1981) for further detail on mixture modelling.MRI.

In order to estimate PVE, we are interested in obtaining
i ip(a uI ), i.e. the statistical distribution of the proportiona

of each tissue given the intensity of the PVE voxeli.
Having this distribution, it is possible to compute its mode,3 . Mixture model

iwhich corresponds to the most likely value ofa , as well
as confidence intervals (cf. Section 5). Using Bayes’To simplify the presentation, the model will be pre-

i itheorem, the expression forp(a uI ) issented only for PVE voxels containing two different types
of tissue. The extension to multiple tissues is relatively

i i ip(I ua )p(a )straightforward though mathematically tedious. Note that i i ]]]]p(a uI )5 . (2)iin any case, this restriction only applies locally and does p(I )
not limit the number of tissue types modelled for the whole

iimage. This is because the two tissues present in PVEThe termp(I ) is a normalising constant, and is computed
voxels in separate locations of the image may be entirely as
different. A second reason for imposing this restriction is

i i i ithat, in practice, cases in which more than two tissue typesp(I )5E p(I ua )p(a ) da. (3)
are present in a voxel are rare in brain studies. In short,
although our model for PVE voxels can be extended to
include such cases quite straightforwardly, the practical
improvement expected from such an extension is ques-
tionable, and it could introduce inaccuracy (if a mixture
model of three or more distributions is fitted to a PVE
voxel which actually contains only two tissues) and
computational overhead. This restriction to two tissue
classes was also adopted in (Laidlaw et al., 1998), amongst
others.

The distribution of intensities generated from samples of Fig. 1. A distribution for the intensities of PVE voxels, given the
a tissue typej is assumed to follow a certain distribution proportion of the two tissues present in it, is built based on the two tissue
p (I). No assumptions are made regarding this distribution; distributionsp and p .1 2j

it can be modelled either in terms of a known analytical
statistical model or it can be constructed empirically from
histograms derived from a suitable training set. In the next

2section, the model is elaborated for the special case of a This holds for most common imaging modalities. It should be noted,
however, that inversion recovery sequences may present problems inGaussian distribution, since it arises so frequently in the
cases where one of the tissues present in the PVE voxel has negativeliterature.
magnetisation, while the other tissue has positive magnetisation. In such a

PVE arises from the presence of more than one tissue incase, PVE voxels can have lower intensities than the tissues present in
a voxel, which, in accordance with the physics of MRI, them. This is an uncommon case, and although theoretically possible, we
generates an intensity value that depends linearly on thedid not find it in any of the images in our data base.
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i i ii distribution is a direct function ofp(I ua ) and p(a ) asp(a ) is the prior ona, and expresses the probability of a
istated in (3). In addition, the effect ofp(I ) in thevoxel i having a proportiona of tissue 1 (and therefore a

i icomputation ofp(a uI ) is irrelevant, since it acts as aproportion 12a of tissue 2). In this work we propose that,
normalising constant for the distribution.if we consider only PVE voxels, this prior can be modelled

iThe assumption of independence forp(a ) is moreas a uniform distribution in the range0 . . . 1 .f g
problematical. If pure voxels are taken into account, a

i neighbourhood relation should be incorporated, sincep(a )5 1, ;i. (4)
voxels whose neighbours are pure tissue have a higher
likelihood of being pure, due to the piecewise constantThe prior is thus reduced to a constant, transforming the
nature of the tissues. Markov random fields could be‘maximum a posteriori’ expression in (2) into a ‘maximum
employed to this end, and we are currently investigatinglikelihood’ estimator. Other works assuming uniform
that possibility (Zhang et al., 2000). In our case, however,priors include (Santago and Gage, 1993; Laidlaw et al.,
only PVE voxels are considered, which opens the possi-1998).
bility for assuming independence. The variability of shapesNote that this assumption only holds for the set of PVE
passing through voxels is infinite (unless some assumptionsvoxels. If all voxels in the image were to be considered, a
are introduced to limit their local geometry). Hence, noprior giving more probability to the values 0 and 1 would

ireliable prediction can be made to infera from the valuesbe more appropriate, sincepure (non-PVE, i.e.a50 or
of a at neighbouring voxels. Independence is thus aa51) voxels are in general far more common than PVE
reasonable choice. Further consideration to this argumentvoxels (see Fig. 2). Examples of such distributions and
is given in (Gonzalez Ballester, 1999).further discussion about this issue can be found in (Roll et

al., 1994). The problem of using a uniform distribution in
the presence of many pure voxels is that small variations
from 0 or 1 in thea ’s of such voxels produce considerable 4 . Example: Gaussian distributions
errors, due to the high number of pure voxels in an image.
It should be noted, however, that choosing the correct We elaborate the framework described in the previous
‘U’-shaped prior is not trivial, and a bad choice can section for the case of a Gaussian probability distribution,

3influence the results for the estimateda ’s. A prior with which is the model most commonly used in MRI studies .
wide tails, which tends to ‘round off’ too many values The intensity distribution for tissuej is
close to 0 and 1 will underestimate PVE, while a prior with

2(I 2m )narrow tails will not cancel the error due to small 1 j
]] ]]]p (I)5G(m , s )5 exp 2 . (5)] S Dj j j 2variations from 0 or 1 in pure voxels. Œ2ps 2sj j

We now consider the independence assumptions that can
The expression for the mixture model can be computedbe made within the above framework. First, we suppose

ii i analytically. Given a value ofa , and assuming thethat p(I ua ) is independent across voxels. A reminder of
mixture model in (1), the distribution for the combinedthe intuitive meaning of the distribution should convince

i i intensities follows a linear combination of two Gaussians,that this is a reasonable assumption.p(I ua ) represents the
which is itself a Gaussian (Fig. 3):probability of an intensity value in a voxel, given the

proportion of each tissue. This only depends on the
distributions of the tissues,p and p . The value ofa is1 2

given, and there is no reason why neighbouring voxels 3Note that Wells et al. (1996) and Guillemaud and Brady (1997) use a
should influence this distribution. Let us now consider Gaussian distribution on the logarithm of the intensities. However, this

ip(I ), the probability of a given intensity in a voxel. This choice is not well suited for dark intensities (Gonzalez Ballester, 1999).

iFig. 2. Distributions forp(a ). Left: Uniform distribution, corresponding to a set of PVE voxels; Right: ‘U’-shaped distribution, corresponding to an image
containing pure tissue voxels.
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i i iFig. 3. p(I ua ) plotted for all values ofa [ [0 . . . 1]. Each cross-section for a given value ofa is a Gaussian following (6). In this example,m 5 100,1

s 5 10, m 5200 ands 5 40.1 2 2

]]]]]]i i i i i 2 i 2p(I ua )5G a m 1 (12a )m , a s 1 (12a )s . but of the proportiona (Fig. 4). A few cross-sections ats dœ1 2 1 2
ichosen values ofI are shown in Fig. 5. Note that the

(6)
function is not symmetric.

i iBayes’ theorem can now be used to computep(a uI ),
i 5 . Confidence boundsapplying (2). As noted above, we assume thatp(a ) is

iuniform in the interval [0 . . . 1], so p(a )51. The re-
The information contained in the individual distributionssulting formula has the same form as (6), except for the

i ii p(a uI ) can be summarised by computing the most likelynormalising constantp(I ). However, this time it is not a
ivalue of a , as well as upper and lower bounds atGaussian, since it is no longer a function of the intensityI,

i i iFig. 4. p(a uI ) plotted for all values ofI [ [0 . . . 255].
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i iFig. 5. Cross-sections ofp(a uI ) at valuesI 5 100 (m ), 120, 140, 160, 180 and 200 (m ).1 2

particular confidence levels. It was shown above that mode enforces a 90% confidence interval, i.e. there is a
i i i ip(a uI ) is not necessarily symmetric, so the mean value 90% chance that the value ofa given I is between the

a is not, in general, the value of highest probability. bounds computed in such a way. This point is illustrated inmean

Assuming that the distribution is unimodal, i.e. has only Fig. 6.
one maximum (the mode,a ), a simple search, formode

example starting from the mean value, suffices to compute
this value.a represents the most likely value ofamode 6 . Propagation of uncertainty
given the intensity of the voxel and the distributions for the
tissues present in it.

The framework developed up to this point applies toiSimilarly, confidence intervals ona can be set by
individual PVE voxels. In order to compute quantitative

constraining the area below the probability density func-
estimates of the volume of a region bounded by PVEi ition (pdf) of p(a uI ). Upper and lower bounds are found
voxels, a method must be devised to combine the statistical

by locating the valuesa and a , respectively,upper lower information contained in the individual distributions in
which encompass a certain area surrounding the mode

order to create a distribution for the volume
a . This area is the lateral confidence interval (c ) formode lat

i ia. p(a uI ), ;i → p(V ). (8)
ii aa uppermode

i i i i 6 .1. Conservative boundsE p(a uI )(a) da 5 E p(a uI )(a) da 5 c . (7)lat

i ia alower mode The first approach towards propagating local informa-
tion makes use of the confidence intervals developed inFor example, an area ofc 50.45 to each side of thelat
Section 5. In particular, upper and lower bounds on the
volume V can be set by employing the upper and lower
estimates ofa for every PVE voxel. This obviously
produces an overestimation of the confidence intervals
(Pennec, 1996). The bounds computed in such a way will
be referred to asconservative bounds.

In the case of volume, the framework is straightforward,
sincev can be expressed as

iV5 v n 1 O a , (9)voxel pureS D
i[PVE

wherev is the volume of a voxel;n is the numbervoxel pure

of pure voxels; andi indexes all PVE voxels containing
tissue of the object being measured.

i i Upper and lower estimates of the volume can then beFig. 6. Confidence bounds onp(a uI ). a anda are set so as toupper lower

make the areas A and A equal toc . computed as1 2 lat
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iV 5 v n 1 O a , (10) PVE voxels previously segmented, not to the whole 3Dupper voxel pure upperS D
i[PVE image.

iV 5 v n 1 O a . (11)lower voxel pure lowerS D
i[PVE

7 . Validation with synthetic images
However, this method has two drawbacks. First, it

In order to provide ground truth for our measurements,produces a considerable overestimation of the confidence
we first employ a recursive subdivision procedure tobounds. This means that using local bounds for each voxel
simulate MR acquisitions of objects of known geometry,at a confidence levelc will, in general, produce boundslat

for which an analytic formula is available (e.g. an ellip-for the global magnitudeV with much greater confidence.
soid). At each voxel location, it is determined whether theThis implies an unnecessary loss of resolution in the
8 diagonal neighbours of the voxel are inside the simulatedresults reported by this method. Second, establishing
object by evaluating its formula. If this is the case, theconfidence bounds is a step back in the process of
voxel is assigned intensity valueI , whereas valueI isestablishing a solid statistical model for the PVE. In fact, in out

given to voxels whose 8 corners are all outside the object.what we are after is a statistical distribution forV, not just
The remaining voxels correspond to boundaries and theirtwo confidence bounds.
intensity values should simulate the partial volume effect.
In order to determine the proportiona of the voxel that is

6 .2. Monte Carlo inside the object, a recursive subdivision procedure is
initiated by dividing the voxel by its centre into 8 smaller

One way to construct the statistical distribution forV is cubes. Testing for inclusion continues in the manner
to use Monte Carlo methods (Leon-Garcia, 1994). The described above until all sub-voxels are assigned a value or
idea is to sample values from the individual distributions a recursion limit is reached. Then, the intensity value
for each PVE voxel. Taking a sample from each PVE

I 5aI 1 (12a)I (12)in outvoxel, it is possible to compute a sample ofV. By repeating
is assigned to the voxel. The recursion limit is chosen sothis process a large number of times, the distribution forV
that the contribution to the final value ofa in the limit isis simulated and can thus be reconstructed. The process is

210smaller than a certain small valuee (typically 1310 ).spelled out in detail in Fig. 7. In order to generate samples
Tissue-dependent Gaussian noise can also be applied byfrom the distributions, a rejection method was used (Leon-
modelling I and I as Gaussian distributions.Garcia, 1994). in out

A synthetic data set was created using the programMonte Carlo methods have been extensively used in
described above. The phantom data set contains a sphere ofBayesian estimation frameworks (Chen et al., 2000), and
volume V 51145.7 in a voxel grid of 20320320they are often computationally expensive, to the point they ground

voxels, each with dimensions 13131 (Fig. 8). Only twoquickly become ineffective in practical applications. In our
tissues (inside and outside the sphere) are represented.case, however, experiments carried out for computing
They are modelled as Gaussian distributions with thevolumes (cf. following section) were performed in reason-
following parameters:m 5 200, s 5 2.5, m 5 100,able times (typically in the range of 2–5 min). This is in in out

s 52.partly due to the fact that the process is applied only to out

Fig. 7. Algorithm for Monte Carlo propagation of uncertainty.
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Fig. 8. Slices number 4, 5, 10 and 16 of simulated data set.

Table 2PVE voxels are isolated by building a mask of values
aResults of the Monte Carlo simulationdifferent fromm andm in an image generated simulat-in out

Confidence Lower bound (%) Upper bound (%) Width %ing the same shape but without noise. The volume
encompassed by these PVE voxels is 656, which estab-2s 1144.6 (20.10%) 1146.6 (10.08%) 0.18%MC

3s 1144.1 (20.14%) 1146.9 (10.10%) 0.24%lishes an area of uncertainty based on voxels of 57.3% of MC

aV . We then proceed to fit an inner and outer surface in Confidence intervals were computed as a function of the standardground

order to establish bounds as described in (Gonzalezdeviation computed from 10 000 samples.

Ballester et al., 2000). The width of these confidence
value of 80% confidence (c 5 0.4) is reasonable, and alatbounds is computed as
more conservative estimate is obtained when using a

(V 2V )3100 threshold of 90% confidence. Increasing this threshold toouter inner
]]]]]]. (15)V 99% is exaggerated, and the width of the confidenceground

bounds in this case is unreasonably high. The values in
The additional smoothness of surface representations isTable 1 should be compared to the width of the confidence

bound to reduce the uncertainty area, when compared tobounds using the simplex mesh (36.70%) and tGB patches
the one based on voxels. In particular, the width of the (23.30%). There is a reduction by an order in magnitude.
confidence interval on volume using 3D graph representa- Finally, a Monte Carlo process is used to generate
tions (simplex meshes) as surface model is 36.70% of 10 000 samples of volume estimates computed from

i iV , and this width reduces to 23.30% when using random samples of the distributions ofp(a uI ) for everyground
1G -continuous triangular Gregory–Bezier patches (Gon- PVE voxeli, as described in Section 6.2. The sample mean

zalez Ballester et al., 2000). wasm 5 1145.5 (20.02% error with respect toV ),MC ground

We applied the PVE estimation framework to the noisy and the standard deviation wass 50.4559. ConfidenceMC

image, as described in the previous sections. The mixturebounds based on these values are reported in Table 2. A
model is constructed based on the ground truth parametersfurther reduction by an order of magnitude in the width of
for the tissue distributions. Using the mode valuesa of the confidence intervals was obtained, the ground truthmode

i ip(a uI ) for every PVE voxel, the estimated volume is volume still being contained between the bounds.
V 5 1146.3. The error with respect toV is 0.05%. It should be emphasised that the result of this Montemode ground

Conservative bounds are established as described inCarlo simulation is not a set of bounds, but a statistical
Section 6.1. Several confidence thresholds were used, anddistribution for the volume, from which bounds and other
the results are shown in Table 1. Note that these confi- useful information can be derived.
dence thresholds do not reflect the confidence in the value
of the volume, but on local voxel-based estimates. This
means that these confidence bounds are very conservative.8 . Discussion and practical considerations
In fact, the real volume is comfortably included between
the bounds even in cases when a low threshold is used. The results reported in the previous section show an
Experiments performed on real MRI data suggest that a impressive improvement by two orders of magnitude in the

Table 1
aConservative confidence bounds on volume for the synthetic phantom

Confidence threshold Lower bound (%) Upper bound (%) Width %

80% 1131.6 (21.23%) 1159.3 (11.19%) 2.42%
90% 1127.6 (21.58%) 1162.3 (11.45%) 3.03%
95% 1121.3 (22.13%) 1164.3 (11.62%) 3.75%
99% 1012.4 (211.63%) 1166.8 (11.84%) 13.47%

a Upper and lower bounds are computed using the values ofa anda , respectively, as described in Section 6.1. Percentages are computed withupper lower

respect toV 5 1145.7.ground
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resolution of the measurements obtained from MRI data. It create more accurate tissue models based on the physics of
should be noted, however, that in this synthetic example MRI. We contend that a careful analysis of acquisition
we made use of three pieces of information that are not parameters and chemical properties of particular tissue
likely to be available for real data: types could yield a satisfactory model. More details are
• The exact parameters for the distribution of the tissues, given in (Gonzalez Ballester, 1999).

p (I). Another solution is to sacrifice some of the resolution ofj

• The composition of PVE voxels (trivial in the synthetic the method, i.e. to ‘widen’ the pdf of the volumep(V ) in
example, which contains only two tissues). favour of accuracy. One possible approach is to model

• The location of PVE voxels of interest. tissue parameters as statistical variables, in order to reflect
These issues are discussed in more detail in the follow- the uncertainty in the estimation of the parameters. Thus,

ing three sections, and solutions are offered for each of means and variances can have a most likely value and
them. In the following section, the sensitivity of the some standard deviation around it. This is the approach we
method to slight deviations from the correct tissue parame- adopt. Tissue parameters are estimated from the data set as
ters is analysed, and a solution based on explicitly model- described above, i.e. obtaining samples of the intensities of
ling the uncertainty in the estimation of such parameters is tissues by manual selection. However, this process is
proposed. Next, a method to enhance the PVE maps repeated several times, each yielding an estimate of the
obtained in (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000) and which tissue parameters (e.g. the mean and standard deviation, for
includes information about the composition of PVE voxels, Gaussian models) of the distribution on intensities of the
is described in Section 10. That section also describes how tissue. Next, the mean and standard deviation of such
contextual knowledge may be used to obtain good voxel- parameters are computed. Therefore, this model assumes
based segmentations including PVE information. Finally, a that the distribution of the noise in the estimation of the
method for generating PVE masks from the inner and outer parameters is Gaussian.
surfaces developed in (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000) is Monte Carlo simulation is performed in order to gener-
described in Section 11. ate the final tissue model. At each iteration of the Monte

Carlo process, samples from the distributions of the tissue
parameters are drawn. This produces an instance of the

9 . Sensitivity to tissue parameters: modelling intensity distribution for the tissue. A sample from such a
uncertainty in parameter estimation distribution is obtained and stored, and the process is

repeated. After a number of iterations, the histogram of the
The method, as it has been described so far, is quite samples is analysed to build the final intensity model for

sensitive to the tissue parameters. In fact, the method the tissue (Fig. 9). Effectively, the process sketched above
assumes that the tissue distributionsp (I) are a perfect is a non-parametric generation of distributions.j

model. Thus, in the synthetic case presented in the Since the framework described in this paper allows for
previous section we obtained very narrow bounds around any type of tissue distribution to be used, a mixture model
the ground truth volume. However, such extremely narrow is then constructed from the tissue distributions computed
bounds also mean that small errors in the means of the above and the remaining steps in the PVE estimation
tissue distributions tend to shift the distribution for the framework are as described in the previous sections.
volume, yielding bounds that do not contain the ground Alternatively, a scheme fitting a pre-determined number

4truth . For example, if in the synthetic phantom we change of tissue distributions to the histogram of the image could
m from 200 to 201 and run the Monte Carlo simulation, be employed to compute the tissue distributions auto-in

the 3s bounds become 1141.3, 1144.1 , which do not matically. See for example (Santago and Gage, 1993) forf gMC

containV 5 1145.7. Conservative bounds are not so an application using Gaussian tissue models. However, thisground

sensitive to the values of the parameters, and although they technique assumes that all intensities in the image can be
slightly shift when incorrect parameters are used,V is explained using the modelled distributions. In other words,ground

consistently between the bounds. either distributions are created for all tissues present in the
For our experiments with MRI data, tissue distributions image or the fitting will be incorrect, as it will try to

are built from samples obtained using manual selection of explain alien intensities using the available distributions.
voxels. Tissue parameters estimated in this way may vary
in their accuracy and precision. One possible solution is to

1 0. Use of contextual information to determine the
contents of PVE voxels

4Note that the values of the variances of the distributions in the
simulated data set of Section 7 are very narrow. This was forced as an Generally, MRI scans are of anatomy that contains more
illustrative example to show the sensitivity of the method to incorrect than two tissue types that are of interest. It is therefore
parameters here. Thus, the simulated data set should be regarded as an

necessary to determine which two tissues are contained inillustrative example of the workings of the methodology, not a data set
particular PVE voxels. This is a vital requirement for therepresentative of clinical settings (refer to the following sections for such

examples). construction of the PVE mixture model. As one possible
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Fig. 9. Uncertainty on the estimation of tissue parameters is explicitly modelled by representing tissue parameters as statistical distributions.A Monte
Carlo simulation is then used to build the final tissue model.

approach, we can make use of the voxel classification used order to increase the robustness of this criterion, a
as part of the morphometric framework described in minimum number of non-PVE neighbours is estab-
(Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000). In particular, a method lished.
based on the EM algorithm (Guillemaud and Brady, 1997) (2) Otherwise, the two tissues present in the PVE voxel
was used to interleave the classification of voxels into are determined as the two most frequent tissue tags in
tissue classes and also correct for intensity inhomogen- its neighbourhood.
eities (bias fields). PVE voxels were detected by setting a A further consideration may be taken into account in
threshold on the minimum value of the tissue likelihood order to improve further the results. Let us focus on the
for each voxel. Therefore, if a particular voxel has a T -weighted MRI slice shown in Fig. 10. Cerebrospinal1

probability value greater than the threshold for a particular fluid (CSF) appears as dark intensities, white matter (WM)
tissue, the voxel is identified as containing only that tissue as bright intensities, while grey matter (GM) occupies the
type, and otherwise it is marked as PVE. An example is range of intensities in between. It is obvious that the
shown in Fig. 10. intensities of PVE voxels containing CSF and WM over-

In the following, it will be shown that the use of lap, and so could be wrongly assigned to the distribution of
contextual information significantly improves the results of GM. This is illustrated in Fig. 11.
such voxel-based classifications. Two intuitively plausible The following criterion is used to avoid such misclassifi-
ideas can be used to identify the contents of voxels marked cations:
as PVE, by looking at their 26 neighbours: (3) If a voxel is classified as GM but some of its
(1) If a voxel is marked as PVE but all non-PVE neighbours are CSF, then it must be a PVE voxel. If

neighbours have been given the same tissue tagt, the the most prevalent tissue occuring in its neighbours is
voxel has a large probability of having been mis- WM, it is classified as PVE(CSF, WM); if it is GM, it
classified as PVE. Tissue tagt is then assigned to it. In is identified as PVE(CSF, GM). This rule works for

Fig. 10. Voxel-based segmentation obtained as described in (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000). (A) Original image; (B) segmentation (cerebrospinalfluid:
black, white matter: light grey; grey matter: dark grey; PVE: white).
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Fig. 11. The distribution of GM is in the range of intensities of PVE voxels containing CSF and WM. Thus, such PVE voxels may be wrongly classified as
GM.

three tissue types, which proves sufficient for most simple region growing techniques are used to include
voxels contained between the bounds (combining thepractical applications. If more tissues need to be
inside of the inner bound and the outside of the outermodelled, additional criteria can be established.
bound). We now describe how to construct the masks. TheFig. 12 shows the improvement on the voxel-based
technique described here is closely related to the algorithmclassification achieved using these three criteria. Note that
used in Section 7 to create synthetic images for phantomnoise in central areas of white matter has been con-
validation. In that case, an analytical formula for the objectsiderably reduced, and the contents of PVE voxels de-
was available, and an oct-tree recursive subdivision pro-termined. Additionally, voxels around the ventricles, which
cess was used by testing the corners of the (sub-)voxels forare PVE(CSF, WM) and were wrongly classified as GM in
inclusion in the object. The main difference with respect toFig. 10 are now correctly identified.
the present case rests on the fact that the definition of the
object was a volumetric one, whereas the bounds to be
used here are surfaces.1 1. Construction of PVE masks from inner and outer

The two-dimensional nature of the surface bounds,surface bounds
defined as a set of triangular Gregory–Bezier (tGB)
patches (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000), makes it quiteIn order to isolate the PVE area around the structure of
difficult to test for inclusion of a 3D point inside the objectinterest, we can make use of the surface bounds created as
enclosed by the surface. Fortunately, for the applicationdescribed in (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000). These
that lies behind the work presented in this section, we onlysurfaces are constructed to encompass the region of
need to locate and mark the voxels the surface passesuncertainty in the segmentation due to PVE. Once the
through. To this effect, we can take advantage of theinner and outer surfaces are constructed, the problem is
parametric definition of the surface. In general, any surfacereduced to creating a mask with the same voxel structure
can be defined by a parametric mapping of the formas the original image, highlighting the region encompassed

by the two bounds. The two masks are then combined andS(u, v)5 (x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v)) u [D , v [D , (16)u v

whereD andD are the domains for the parametersu andu v

v, respectively. Without loss of generality, in the following
we will assume thatD 5D 5 0, 1 .f gu v

For the particular case of tGB patches, a prior step must
be taken in order to establish a mapb from surface
coordinates in the domain 0, 13 0, 1 to barycentricf g f g

5coordinates, used in the definition of tGB patches (see
Fig. 13),

3[0, 1]3[0, 1] → 0, 1 3 0, 1 3 0, 1 uu91v91w951 → Rhf g f g f g j
(u,v) → b(u, v)5(u9, v9, w9) → tGB(u9, v9, w9)5(x, y, z)

(17)

5Fig. 12. Improvement on the voxel-based classification by using con- Note that a simpler approach, consisting of tessellating the triangle
textual information. Compare with Fig. 10. CSF: black, WM: light grey, formed by the barycentric domain, could be employed, avoiding the need
GM: dark grey, PVE(WM, GM): white, PVE(CSF, GM): red, PVE(CSF, for the mapb. The description above is of a more general nature, valid
WM): green. not only for barycentric definitions of the surface.
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Fig. 13. Mapping from surface coordinates (u, v) to three-dimensional points in a tGB patch. First, surface coordinates must be mapped to barycentric
coordinates, in order to index the formula for the patch.

This prior mapping is given by the formula corner points. This minimum distance must, of course, be
related to the voxel size. Typically, conservative values

28b(u, v)5 (u, v ? (12 u),12 u 2 v). (18) around 10 times the smallest side of a voxel are used, in
order to not miss any voxel. The algorithm is illustrated in

We now consider the more general problem of creating a Fig. 14.
mask for a surface defined parametrically in the form of This method is exhaustive in the coverage of intersected
(16), for any voxel grid. A possible solution would be to PVE voxels. Alternative faster methods based on trans-
densely sample the surface after guaranteeing that there is forming the surface model into a triangulation and then
sufficient resolution to prevent missing any voxels. How- computing the intersection of the triangles with the planes
ever, it is difficult to establish a sampling step in the defining the imaging matrix could also be employed.
parametric space of the surface with these characteristics, However, the size of such triangles should be kept minimal
unless an extremely conservative—and computationally in order not to miss intersected voxels.
inefficient—approach is taken. It should be noted that by exploiting information about

A recursive subdivision technique is used. Instead of the approximate (or candidate) locations of the boundary
acting on the three-dimensional space of the surface and pixels in order to isolate PVE voxels we also reduce the
the voxel grid, this time the subdivision is performed on effect of voxels incorrectly classified as PVE. For example,
the two-dimensional parameter space. Therefore, the algo- voxels which are pure but whose intensities fall in the tails
rithm used is a quad-tree recursive subdivision. The of the tissue distribution may be classified as PVE, thus
approach consists of dividing the parametric space into biasing the results. The number of such voxels is very
squares and computing the location of the 3D points small, and their incidence is spread over the whole image.
corresponding to the corners of each parametric square. Therefore, the number of such voxels occurring at the
The stopping criterion for the recursive subdivision of boundary (i.e. the area isolated by the mask) will be
these squares is a minimum distance between the four 3D extremely small.

Fig. 14. Illustration of the quad-tree subdivision process. The rectanglepr in parametric space maps, throughtGB +b, to the surface sub-patchr in 3D
space. A voxel is shown, together with its intersection with the tGB patch. Sincer does not fall completely inside the voxel, it is subdivided into 4 smaller
rectangles, by subdividingpr. The rectangler falls completely inside the voxel, so the voxel will be marked. The remaining patches will continue the1

subdivision process to guarantee that no voxels are missed. A threshold area for the sub-patch is used as a recursion limit.
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Fig. 15. One slice through and a rendering of the MRI phantom. Object ‘cube’, for which results are reported below, is indicated.

1 2. Experiments on MRI phantoms

A phantom consisting of a group of shapes made from
paraffin wax and embedded in an agarose gel was used in a
second experiment. By measuring the density of the wax,
the true volume can be derived from their weight to within
a confidence interval of 2% (Roll et al., 1994). The
phantoms were developed to simulate the size and shape of
MS lesions, which are usually very small relative to the
resolution of the MR acquisition. Fig. 15 shows a slice Fig. 16. (A) A slice of the phantom data set; (B) corresponding slice

3 from the PVE mask generated from the outer and inner surfacesthrough the MRI phantom (1 mm voxels, no inter-slice
computed as described in (Gonzalez Ballester et al., 2000).gap) and a rendering of the shapes embedded in it.

Following the morphometric framework of (Gonzalez
Ballester et al., 2000), we first applied a bias field
correction, and then inner and outer surface bounds were a 90% confidence level (c 5 0.45) were established, alat

fitted to the paraffin wax shapes. Volume confidence Monte Carlo simulation was used to generate 10 000
bounds were computed using voxel-based measurements, samples of the volume, and statistics were derived from
simplex mesh, and tGB patches. The results are summa- such samples. The mean volume was 1029.36, and the
rised in Table 3. The ground truth interval is provided for standard deviation was 1.47.63s confidence bounds are
reference in the last row. shown in Table 3.

PVE voxels are identified by rendering the inner and All the estimated bounds are correct, in the sense that
outer surfaces into the voxel grid, as described in the they contain the range provided as ground truth. Neverthe-
previous section. Voxels contained between the bounds are less, the confidence interval computed by means of the
included into the PVE mask (Fig. 16). The PVE mixture Monte Carlo simulation is actually smaller than the ground
model is constructed based on tissue parameters computed truth. This interval is contained inside the ground truth
from sampling a slice of the data set several times. As we bounds, and the mean is almost identical to the ground
noted in Section 9, this enables us to model explicitly the truth mean, which suggests that the result is sensible.
uncertainty in the estimates of the tissue parameters Additionally,63s bounds comfortably contain the ground
inherent in the sampling technique. Conservative bounds to truth mean. However, it is not possible to determine

Table 3
aSummary of the results obtained for the MRI phantom ‘cube’

Method Confidence interval Width %

Simplex mesh [899.6, 1264.7] 35.5%
Voxel [821.0, 1152.0] 32.2%
tGB mesh [954.8, 1166.9] 20.6%
PVE conservative (90% bounds) [980.9, 1112.0] 12.7%
PVE Monte Carlo 1029.463s5[1024.6, 1033.4] 0.9%

Ground truth 102862%5[1007, 1049] 2.0%
a Percentages are computed with respect to the mean value of the ground truth confidence interval, 1028.
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whether or not the Monte Carlo bounds are correct, since
the resolution of the ground truth interval provided by the
manufacturer of the phantom is insufficient.

1 3. Clinical study

We applied our method to a neurological study con-
cerning early onset schizophrenia. In particular, the aim of
this study was to determine the possible relevance (or

Fig. 18. Smoothed rendering of a voxel-based segmentation of theotherwise) of the asymmetry of the temporal horns to the
ventricles. Note that the temporal horns are unconnected. It is veryaetiology of schizophrenia. The temporal, or lateral, horns
difficult to perform a binary classification, due to the extremely small sizeof the ventricles are extremely thin structures traversing
of the temporal horns with respect to the voxel size.

the brain in the anterior–posterior direction. Their minute
diameter means that these structures are barely visible in
MRI scans, and most of the voxels intersected by them
exhibit PVE (Figs. 17 and 18). As a consequence, no applying our methodology, confidence bounds reduce to
accurate quantitative imaging study relating these organs 35%, for the conservative case, and 6% for the Monte
has been possible to date. Carlo method (Figs. 19 and 20). These results show an

High resolution coronal T -weighted MRI data sets of 8 improvement in quantitative resolution of two orders of1

schizophrenic patients (SC) and 8 normal controls (NC) magnitude, sufficient to convert a problem that has been
were analysed. The data sets each comprise 124 slices considered intractable to date into one that may feasibly be
(slice thickness 1.5 mm), each slice consisting of 2563256 tackled.

2voxels of dimensions 0.937530.9375 mm . Therefore, the The clinical implications of the results are analysed
3field of view (FOV) is 24032403186 mm . Typical next. Symmetry (rather a loss of normal asymmetry) is the

slices through one of the data sets are shown in Fig. 17. main clinical focus of the present study, so it is first
These scans were acquired at the State University of New necessary to define a suitable measure. To this end, we
York (SUNY) in Stonybrook, NY, USA, and formed a part define the following normalised symmetry coefficient:
of the data pool gathered for the European Project L 2R
BIOMORPH (Colchester et al., 1996), of which the ]]S 5 ,L 1Rpresent study forms a part.

Example images of intermediate processing steps were whereL denotes the volume of the left temporal horn, and
shown above (Figs. 10 and 12). It should be noted that, in R is the volume of the right temporal horn. Perfect
some regions where the thickness of the temporal horns is symmetry gives a valueS 50, whereas the more asymmet-
minimal, the automated classification of voxels into PVE ric the horns, the larger the value ofS. Standard error
classes failed. Manual editing was used in such cases, propagation (Chatfield, 1983) is used to compute the
which were infrequent. standard deviation of the symmetry coefficient as a func-

Voxel-based ‘expert’ segmentations setting upper and tion of the standard deviations forL and R. Values for all
lower thresholds on an advanced region-growing technique data sets are provided in Table 4.
(Colchester et al., 1996) report a volume of uncertainty At-test (Chatfield, 1983) on this data may be applied to
due to PVE of 228% with respect to ‘pure’ voxels. After test for significant differences between schizophrenics and

Fig. 17. Three MRI slices (numbers 25, 29 and 47, from back to front) showing the temporal horns. Notice that they traverse very few voxels. The middle
slice, in particular, presents a very unclear delineation of them, highlighting the need for sub-voxel resolution.
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3Fig. 19. Volume bounds, in mm , for the left temporal horn of patient 006 SC. The top graph shows results for voxel-bounds, conservative bounds to 90%
]

and 80% local confidence levels, and63s bounds computed from the results of the Monte Carlo simulation. For clarity, the bottom graph shows a
close-up of the results obtained using the last three methods. The mean value of the Monte Carlo volume distribution is marked as a dark dot.

Fig. 20. Average width of confidence intervals on temporal horn volumes. From left to right, voxel bounds, 80% and 90% conservative bounds, and63s
bounds on Monte Carlo results. Values are expressed as percentages of the mean value of the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Table 4 PVE voxels, iteratively convolving all their pdfs would
Mean and standard deviation of the symmetry coefficients computed on result in a pdf for the volume. This would also allow to
all data sets (SC5schizophrenic, NC5normal control)

compute the mode of the volume distribution, instead of
Data set Mean sym. Std. sym. the mean, which would further improve the accuracy of the
006 SC 20.20 0.005 method. This technique will be investigated, and particular

]
007 SC 20.03 0.009 limitations induced by the independence assumption will]
008 SC 0.27 0.006 be revised. In particular, a technique based on the use of]
010 SC 0.14 0.008

] Markov random fields is under study (Zhang et al., 2000).024 SC 20.10 0.006
] Alternative approaches include the use of anatomical025 SC 20.12 0.008
]

033 SC 20.48 0.006 models (Kapur et al., 1998; Shattuck and Leahy, 2000).
]

039 SC 0.39 0.009
]

104 NC 0.14 0.008
]

105 NC 20.51 0.008 1 5. Conclusions]
106 NC 20.15 0.009

]
107 NC 20.47 0.007

] We have presented a framework for modelling and112 NC 0.19 0.006
] estimating the partial volume effect. The mixture model114 NC 20.08 0.006
] allows for sub-voxel resolution in measurements obtained117 NC 0.15 0.005
]

118 NC 0.00 0.009 from MRI data. Such a mixture model is propagated to]

build a distribution on global shape descriptors (e.g.
volume), or estimate confidence bounds. Three key issues

normal controls. Thet-test determines the probability of for the correct use of the mixture model in real MRI data
two samples being drawn from distributions with the same sets were tackled, namely: sensitivity to the tissue prior
mean, and is especially suited to a small number of sampledistributions on the estimated distribution for the global
values. Using a two-tailedt-test, the probability of both shape descriptor, and the need to isolate PVE voxels and
sets of symmetry coefficients (SC and NC) being drawn determine their contents. Results show an improvement in
from a distribution with the same mean is 0.6. This means quantitative resolution of two orders of magnitude with
that there are no significant group differences in left–right respect to previous methods. This opens the possibility to
symmetry of the temporal horns between the schizo- perform clinical studies on small structures where PVE
phrenics and normal controls analysed in this study. voxels contain a high percentage of the volume of the

structure, as illustrated by the application of the technique
to the study of the temporal horns.

1 4. Future work
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